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In recent years imports have rapidly moved to 
dominate the U.S. dimension stone market. This thesis 
employs international trade theory and commodity analysis 
techniques to explain the loss of competitiveness of U.S. 
producers in the domestic market.
Examination of production, consumption, and trade 
patterns indicates that U.S. producers are largely limited 
to low unit-value items such as rough stone, building 
block, monuments, curbing, and roofing. Imported 
material, primarily from Italy, has captured the more 
lucrative market for finished building cladding and custom 
architectural fixtures. Analysis of the cost structure of 
competitiveness suggests that the resource endowment 
theory is not as useful in explaining the shifting 
fortunes of U.S. producers as more contemporary theories 
emphasizing technology gaps and product cycles.
By adopting new quarrying and finishing technology 
and buoyed by surging exchange rates in the early 1980s, 
leading Italian firms improved productivity and achieved 
economies of scale that allowed them to underbid U.S. 
firms. The future of U.S. producers depends on whether 
they can close the technology gap with Italy and bring 
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The term "dimension stone" refers to any natural rock 
material that can be precisely cut and finished to the 
specifications of architects and engineers for use in 
construction, monuments, and furnishings. The United 
States has traditionally been self-sufficient in dimension 
stone products, but in recent years imports have rapidly 
moved to dominate the domestic market. In 1960, the 
imported share of domestic consumption was 16%. Imports 
rose steadily to 40% in 1972 before declining slightly 
over the next seven years to 36% in 1979. However, 
between 1979 and 1989 imports surged to a commanding 80% 
of domestic consumption. This thesis proposes to explain 
the apparent loss of competitiveness of U.S. producers in 
the domestic market.
Any analysis of the U.S. dimension stone industry in 
the last several decades must answer fundamental questions 
about the dramatic increase in domestic consumption, and 
about the serious erosion of market share of domestic 
producers shown in figure 1. With flat production, 
negligible exports, and the imported share of resurgent 
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Figure 1. U.S. imports of Dimension stone 
as a Percentage o£ Consumption
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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nearly 80% in 1989, is this the picture of a failed 
industry? What forces drive the dimension stone market, 
what opportunities have domestic producers overlooked, and 
will they be able to bring costs and prices in line with 
the rest of the world in the 1990s?
Organization
This analysis will commence with an examination of 
the resource endowment theory of comparative advantage 
before focusing on alternative explanations advanced in 
the literature of international trade. Technological 
innovation, demand patterns, and world industry structure 
will be discussed in an effort to determine why U.S. 
producers have lost so much domestic market share and what 
the future portends.
Production, export, and import data comes from the 
U.S. Bureau of Mines: Mineral Yearbook, Mineral Facts and 
Problems, and Mineral Commodity Summaries. In this thesis 
consumption is defined as apparent consumption, which 
equals production plus net imports and does not consider 
changes in inventory. Primary industry sources including 
personal interviews, phone interviews, and written 
correspondence provide quantitative information on costs 
and prices as well as qualitative input as to current
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industry practice and likely future trends. This study 
will use these sources in combination with the first-hand 
knowledge of the author.
Chapter 2 will examine the implications of trade 
theory for the U.S. dimension stone industry. Comparative 
costs, factor endowments, and industry leadership will be 
discussed. Chapter 3 will present a detailed treatment of 
U.S. competitiveness, including production costs and trade 
patterns, in order to identify the stages of production 
and sectors of the market in which U.S. producers have 
fallen behind. Chapter 4 will proceed with an analysis of 
the marble and granite construction sectors, where U.S. 
producers appear to have lost most of their market share, 
and Chapter 5 will interpret the results of this study and 
look towards the future.
Scope
The most commmon types of dimension stone used in 
construction are granite, marble, limestone, sandstone, 
and slate. Rough quarry blocks are sawn and finished to 
produce squared building stone, panels, tiles, structural 
forms, and specialty items such as columns or balusters. 
Surfaces may be split, hammered, ground and polished, or 
chemically treated and sealed.
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Because dimension stones are often distinguished by 
appearance, value, or functional category, the commercial 
classification of a given deposit does not always 
accurately reflect its geological description. However, 
all data in this study are based on the classifications 
reported by producers to the U.S. Bureau of Mines.
Supply and demand relationships are most easily 
captured on a value rather than tonnage basis. Because 
the spectrum of dimension stone products includes items 
from massive structural forms to delicate inlay, tonnage 
figures are only relevant within, and not between, demand 
categories. While tonnage figures have to be converted 
from square foot data, dollar values are collected 
directly from domestic producers and from the Bureau of 
the Census in the case of imports. Because standardized 
product specifications are only beginning to emerge and 
the mix of products is moving towards lighter, more 
precisely finished and expensive items, the potential 
error in tonnage figures is substantial.
For an overview of the dimension stone industry, 
then, value figures are statistically simpler and probably 
more relevant to this analysis. Inflation and exchange 
rate effects may cause some distortion, but real dimension 
stone prices have remained relatively flat over the last
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10 years and this approach captures the value-added in the 
export of rough blocks which are fabricated abroad and 
later imported as finished product.
Market Structure 
Because of an advantageous combination of geology and 
geography, the northeast states have historically been the 
center of the U.S. dimension stone industry. Many types 
of high-quality granite, marble, gneiss, limestone, 
sandstone, and slate are available, all of which were at 
one time transported via major river systems to the cities 
of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and 
Washington D.C.
The tremendous demand for stone in the growing 
eastern cities created a dimension stone industry with 
five times today's output and it is important to remember 
that by the late 1800's marble, granite, and slate were 
key components in a regional economy that brought 
railroads and a machine tool industry to the interior of 
New England for the first time. By the 1920's the 
industry had consolidated into a few major integrated 
firms with production facilities and sales offices across 
the U.S. (Meade, 1988) .
Unfortunately, by the end of the second World War
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many of the small U.S. dimension stone producers had gone 
out of business, victims of aggressive European 
competition, declining demand, and austere "modern" 
architectural styles. From Vermont to Georgia and 
Connecticut to California, family operations that had 
supplied finished panels, building block, and structural 
components for America's bridges, monuments, and premier 
architectural works faded into the grey.
Since the mid 1970's, however, the U.S. dimension 
stone industry has entered a period of rapid change. New 
technology, new products, and new demand patterns have 
changed the world industry structure, and U.S. producers 
now face intense competition from established European 
firms as well as new entrants from Brazil, Taiwan, and 
Thailand.
Italy is the dominant player in the world dimension 
stone market. Accounting for fully one-half of the 
world's annual production, Italy has abundant high-quality 
marble and granite deposits, an extensive pool of skilled 
labor, and 2000 years of history in stoneworking. The 
largest Italian firms, Figaia SpA and IMV SpA, quarry and 
finish tremendous quantities of stone per year at 
facilities around the country, but it is the number and 
diversity of small specialty operations that make the
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Italian industry unique. In the area of Carrara alone 
there are over 150 independent marble companies, many of 
which specialize in one item such as balusters, vanity 
tops, or window sills.
In the United States, dimension stone is produced by 
200 companies operating 300 quarries in 35 states 
(U.S.B.M., 1989). Some of the large firms operate several 
quarries, fabricate a full line of products, and maintain 
complete engineering and architectural staffs. Small 
firms are typically family-owned and produce one item such 
as flagging, squared building stone, or monuments. Many 




INTERNATIONAL TRADE THEORY AND 
RESOURCE ENDOWMENTS
The pure theory of international trade seeks to 
explain why countries import and export the commodities 
they do, and how trade patterns evolve over time. This 
chapter will define the problems facing U.S. dimension 
stone producers in terms of the major schools of economic 
thought regarding the determinants of trade and the 
sources of international competitiveness. Discussion of 
comparative costs, factor endowments, and contemporary 
trade theories will be followed by an examination of the 
U.S. dimension stone resource base.
The Theory of Comparative Advantage 
Much of today’s thinking on international trade 
theory is founded on the doctrine of comparative advantage 
developed by the classical economist David Ricardo in the 
early 19th century. Reacting to the highly nationalistic 
mercantilist credo of his time, Ricardo maintained that 
the driving forces behind trade were cost differences and 
exchange rates, and that free trade helped countries 
attain higher levels of consumption through
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specialization. He supported this argument with a series 
of simple two country, two good numerical demonstrations 
of how gains from trade accrue even when a country has no 
absolute advantage, as long as product price ratios differ 
between countries in the absence of trade.
According to his law of comparative advantage, every 
country can find some good that it can produce at a lower 
relative cost than others, and specializing in the 
production and export of this good will allow it to reach 
previously unattainable consumption levels. Later writers 
refined Ricardo’s theories by introducing the concepts of 
diminishing returns and increasing opportunity costs, 
which served to explain why complete specialization is 
rarely observed. These relationships find expression in 
the familiar convex production possibility curve.
If comparative advantage is determined to be 
principally a function of comparative costs, the obvious 
question becomes why these costs vary from country to 
country and how they change over time. There are three 
broad schools of thought that address the basis of 
comparative advantage in international trade. The first 
involves productivity differences between countries, the 
second relies on factor endowments, and the third 
emphasizes more modern trade theories of technology gaps,
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product cycles, and government policies.
Nineteenth century economists were quick to identify 
differences in labor productivity as a source for 
comparative advantage. Because of conditions like the 
quality of soil or degree of mechanization in agriculture, 
they proposed, a given level of labor input would generate 
different amounts of output. However, it soon became 
apparent that this was an incomplete explanation, and 
economists such as Viner and Haberler began to rely on 
total rather than simple labor productivity to account for 
international variations in comparative costs. They 
invoked the concept of the production function to explain 
differences between countries given equal investments in 
land, labor, and capital. Different production functions, 
however, imply different costs, rates of substitution, and 
returns to scale, and lead directly to the subtle 
questions of factor supplies and demands, their qualities 
and compositions, as well as how they change over time.
The second view of the sources of comparative 
advantage is the factor endowment theory advanced by the 
Swedish economists Heckscher and Ohlin. This theory 
contends that the key to comparative costs is relative 
factor abundancies, and that international differences in 
production costs are largely the result of variations in
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the price of'capital, labor, and other inputs.
Accordingly, countries tend to export products that use 
their abundant factors intensively. As a result, Chile 
exports copper, Australia exports aluminum, and Saudi 
Arabia exports oil. However, signs of convergence between 
highly industrialized nations and the increasing volumes 
of trade in manufactured goods between them in the 1980’s 
has called the orthodox Heckscher-Ohlin position into 
question, at least with regard to this type of commerce.
Several researchers (Learner 1984, Nappi 1989,
Tilton 1983) have tested the statistical relationship 
between a country's production of minerals and its 
endowment of production factors like reserves, energy, 
capital, and skilled labor. They reasoned that if such 
relationships could be empirically established, then 
changes in production patterns could be traced to evolving 
factor endowments and ultimately to the cost of these 
factors.
Tilton (1983) analyzed the relationship between 
mineral endowments, as measured by economic reserves, and 
mining production for six important metals, and determined 
that a simple application of the factor endowment theory 
was not sufficient. Although differences in reserves 
explained approximately half of the observed intercountry
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variation in production, his study concluded that capital, 
technology, and managerial ability were also relevant to 
comparative advantage in mining, as were the attraction of 
established mining districts and the effects of government 
policy. The factor endowment theory of comparative 
advantage is further weakened, he reasoned, because the 
distribution of mineral endowment as measured by reserves 
evolves over time in response to the exhaustion of 
existing mines, the discovery of new deposits, changes in 
technology, prices, input costs, and the political 
environment.
While it is possible to disaggregate the factors of 
production into finer groupings of skills and resources to 
explain almost any particular set of comparative 
advantages, many economists feel that this makes model 
testing difficult. Forming ever narrower factor 
distinctions in an attempt to unearth the international 
heterogeneity relevant to an observed trade pattern can 
impede measurement and comparison of data, and may 
diminish the fundamental predictive power of the 
Heckscher-Ohlin theory.
The third school of comparative advantage encompasses 
alternative explanations for the large volumes of trade 
between highly industrialized nations that have been
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introduced in the last forty years. These include 
theories based on international differences in technology, 
economies of scale, market conditions, and human 
resources.
The product cycle theory contends that trade patterns 
are increasingly determined by the pace of technological 
advance, and that industry leadership is dynamic and 
cyclical rather than static. The industry leader develops 
a new product or process, and for a time enjoys a 
comparative advantage as a result. Trade is typically 
created during the period of the technology gap, but 
eventually other countries begin to acquire the knowledge 
andequipment to match the leader's advance.
Contemporary researchers are attempting to extend 
their analysis even further by examining the cost 
structure of comparative advantage in greater detail.
They have introduced a host of considerations such as 
capital costs, exchange rates, subsidies, tariffs, taxes, 
and environmental requirements to strengthen their 
observations on today's trade patterns.
U.S. Dimension Stone Resource Endowment
Although contemporary theorists are increasingly 
turning to the role of technology, product cycles, and
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government policy in determining today's trade 
relationships, economists generally assume that the factor 
endowment theory is most relevant for the natural resource 
industries. Drawing on the experience of the more 
thoroughly-researched metals industries, this would at 
least initially suggest that the declining competitiveness 
of U.S. dimension stone producers was the result of a 
changing resource base.
Reserve data does not exist for dimension stone, but 
it is clear that the United States is well endowed with 
granite, marble, and other dimension stone deposits 
suitable for architectural applications. Although certain 
prized varieties of stone, like colored Italian marble or 
Greek travertine, may not be available, Vermont, Georgia, 
Indiana, and South Dakota possess reserves of common and 
high-quality dimension stone that the U.S. Bureau of Mines
■ v-vsJ*./ - NO’- m
describes as "practically unlimited" (Taylor, 1989).
There are hundreds of inactive quarries throughout the 
United States that could be reopened under proper 
conditions, and many existing operations have excess 
capacity in the production of raw blocks. The 
introduction of automated processing technology has 
narrowed the definition of economic reserves somewhat by 
requiring large quantities of homogeneous stone, but
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regardless, the U.S. has a good resource base. Dimension 
stone producers have ample raw materials available to them 
in the varieties that are most commonly imported, and as 
such resource endowment does not appear to be an important 




PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, AND TRADE
With a few exceptions, it is difficult to attribute 
the declining comparative advantage of the domestic 
dimension stone industry to its resource base, and the 
pursuit of an adequate explanation will continue in this 
chapter with an attempt to identify the stages of 
production and the end use applications where the U.S. 
industry has lost its competitiveness. Because the 
products that U.S. firms successfully market are likely to 
be those in which they enjoy some comparative advantage, 
it should be useful to examine the volume and composition 
of U.S. dimension stone production, consumption, and 
trade. Particular emphasis will be placed on 
distinguishing the products that domestic firms still 
provide for the U.S. market, and in some cases even 
export, from those that are primarily imported.
Patterns of Production 
In I960, U.S. dimension stone production was 2.3 
million tons at a value of $86 million, rising to a high 
of $196 million in 1988, and dropping to $169 million in 
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Figure 2. U.S. Production o£ Dimension Stone 
(In million dollars)
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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rate of 2.5% per year for 1960 to 1979, and 3% from 1979 
to 1989. With U.S. inflation running between 9% and 10% 
from 1979 to 1981 before dropping to about 3% for the 
remainder of the 1980s, there is no doubt that this 
represents a real-dollar decline in U.S. dimension stone 
production. Variation in production levels can be much 
greater from year to year due to the timing of large 
architectural projects. Current production levels are 
such that individual orders above one million square feet 
of building cladding will have a substantial impact on 
annual figures.
Dimension stone is produced by 200 companies 
operating 300 quarries in 35 states (U.S.B.M., 1989). The 
four principal dimension stone producing states are 
Vermont, Indiana, Georgia, and South Dakota, which 
together account for 69% of domestic output (table 1).
In 1987, the last year for which detailed figures are 
available, granite was produced by 64 companies operating 
103 quarries in 22 states. Granite production was 629,000 
tons at a value of $107 million, and comprised 56% by 
value of total production. The primary granite states are 
South Dakota, Vermont, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and 
Georgia. Georgia produces the greatest volume of granite 
but Vermont and South Dakota report higher sales, probably
T-3924 20
Table 1. Primary Dimension Stone In 1988 (Includes all Producingtypes) States
Million Million Percent
Tons Dollars Value
Georgia 190.5 27.8 14
Indiana 195.4 25 13
Massachusetts 76.6 12.7 6
New Hampshire 73.4 10.5 5
Pennsylvania 59 9.6 5
South Dakota 43.3 16.5 9
Texas 66.4 8.3 4
Vermont 10.5 30.5 16
other 474.3 55.4 28
1189.3 196.3 100
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1988.
Other Includes: Arkansas, Colorado, Maine, New York,
North Carolina, Ohio, Virginia, Wisconsin, 
plus 19 minor producing states.
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because of the advanced finishing plants of the Rock of
Ages Corp. and Cold Springs Granite Co., and the
correspondingly higher unit value of their products.
The marble industry is considerably smaller, and 
accounts for only 10% of total production. In 1987, seven 
companies operated 10 quarries in six states to produce 
24,000 tons of marble at a value of $20.4 million. The 
principal marble states are Vermont and Georgia.
Dimension limestone production, mostly from Indiana, 
totalled 329,000 tons at a value of $35 million and 
represents 18% of domestic production. Sandstone, 
primarily for squared building stone, was produced in 
Ohio, New York, and Pennsylvania. Slate was produced by
10 companies at 29 quarries in 5 states.
Of 1987 output, 28% was rough and 72% was finished. 
Table 2 shows that, by use, 36% of domestic production was 
for building blocks, slabs, and structural forms. Twenty- 
eight percent of domestic output was for monuments, 12% 
was for curbing, 10% was rough blocks, and the remaining 
16% was for flagging, flooring, roofing, and other minor 
applications (U.S.B.M., 1987).
The mix of granite products was somewhat different. 
While 24% of domestic granite production was for building 
stone, only 1% by value was for polished slabs and blocks
T-3924 22




Rough Blocks 240.3 19.9 10
Irregular Stone 148.9 5.2 3
Monumental 225.5 26.2 14
Other 22.9 2 1
637.6 53.3 28
Finished stone
Building Stone 210 45.7 24
Slabs, Blocks 52.7 18.1 10
Monumental 50 27.1 14
Curbing 129.3 23.3 12
Flagging 43.6 4.2 2
Roofing 14.9 7.6 4
Flooring 7.1 3 2
Structural 5.6 3.2 2
Other 33 4.6 2
546.2 136.8 72
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1987.
Other includes: unspecified uses.
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for construction. Monuments comprised 43%, curbing was 
22%, rough blocks were 8%, and the remaining 2% was for 
flagging and unspecified uses. U.S. Bureau of Mines 
figures are not as detailed for marble, limestone, 
sandstone, and slate, but it is relatively clear that 
domestic marble production is split evenly between 
construction and monuments, that limestone and sandstone 
are used primarily for building blocks, and that slate is 
reserved for flagging, flooring, and roofing.
Thus it can be seen that the U.S. produces mostly 
granite, with lesser amounts of marble, limestone, 
sandstone, and slate. With the exception of marble, 
domestic production tends towards heavy, low-value items 
such as building blocks, slabs, monuments, curbing, and 
roofing. More refined products like thin-panel building 
cladding and custom architectural fixtures constitute a 
relatively small proportion of domestic output.
Exports
Exports are a particularly good indicator of markets 
where U.S. producers maintain competitiveness. Both the 
volume and mix of exports should point to market sectors 
where U.S. producers enjoy some relative advantage.
In 1989 dimension stone exports were $35 million, or
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40% of domestic output, and were evenly split between 
rough and finished products. Exports have increased at an 
average nominal rate of 7% per year since 1979 (figure 3), 
and this corresponds to a negligible real-dollar increase. 
The trend has been much more variable in recent years, 
probably reflecting the development of more sophisticated 
international trading patterns, and the fact that export 
levels are low enough that individual projects can 
strongly influence the data for the year. Exports saw 
peaks in 1977 and 1984, were sharply down in 1985, and 
have been rising since 1986.
In 1988, the mix of exports was 59% granite, 14% 
marble, 6% slate, and 2% limestone (table 3). The single 
largest item was rough granite (39%), mostly exported to 
Canada and Japan. Finished granite and marble together 
comprised 33% of exports.
From this it is clear that U.S. dimension stone 
exports are mostly bulky, low value products such as rough 
stone, limestone building block, and roofing slate. Only 
26% of exports are high value finished granite and marble 
products, and it is important to remember that much 
exported rough stone is fabricated abroad and imported 
back into the United States, mostly from Italy and Canada, 
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Figure 3. U.S. Exports o£ Dimension Stone 
(in million dollars)
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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Table 3. U.S. Dimension Stone Exports, 1988
Thousand Million Perceni
Tons Dollars Value
Granite, rough 92.2 12.4 39
Granite, finished N/A 6.2 20
Limestone, building 8.4 0.4 1
Limestone, finished 13.2 0.5 1
Marble, rough 25.1 0.4 1
Marble, finished N/A 4.1 13
Slate, building N/A 2 6
Rough stone 17.9 2.5 8
other N/A 3.6 11
N/A 32.2 100




Import patterns should provide important insight into 
areas of the market where U.S. producers have lost 
competitiveness. Although a certain level of imports of 
distinctive or highly prized foreign dimension stone is 
inevitable, most economists interpret rapid change in 
import/export relationships as the result of underlying 
gains or losses in competitiveness.
In 1989 imports totalled $520 million and accounted 
for 80% of domestic consumption. Imports have increased 
steeply, at an average nominal rate of 20% per year, since 
1979 (figure 4). This corresponds to a significant real- 
dollar increase. In 1988, the last year for which 
detailed data is available, imports were almost 
exclusively finished stone products (table 4). The 
largest items were finished granite (30%) and finished 
marble and travertine (46%). Imports of rough stone, 
mostly from Canada, were 2% of the total, while limestone 
and slate were almost nil.
Italy was the source of 66% of both granite and 
marble imports in 1987. Canada accounted for 13% of 
granite imports, while Spain controlled 7% of granite and 
9% of marble. Taiwan held 6% of marble imports, Greece 
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Figure 4. U.S. Imports of Dimension Stone 
(in million dollars)
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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Table 4. U.S. Dimension Stone Imports, 1988
Million Million Percent
Tons Dollars Value
Granite, rough 4.9 10.3 2
Granite, finished 6 154.4 30
Granite, other N/A 8.6 2
Granite, subtotal N/A 173.3 34
Marble, rough 138.6 1.1 <1
Marble, finished N/A 206.4 40
Travertine, finished 145.8 19 4
Travertine, articles N/A 10.8 2
Marble, other N/A 60.7 12
Marble, subtotal N/A 298 58
Limestone, building 25.5 6.2 1
slate N/A 18.5 4
other Rough Stone N/A 4.9 1
Other Finished Stone N/A 8.3 2
Total N/A 509.3 100
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1988.
N/A: Not Available.
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Finished stone products, particularly for building 
and construction, appear to dominate the import picture. 
Italian marble and granite are imported in large 
quantities for these purposes, and this is fundamental to 
the declining market share of domestic producers. Imports 
are concentrated in the most lucrative and fastest-growing 
demand sectors.
Consumption
In 1989, for which only preliminary production and 
trade data are available, U.S. dimension stone consumption 
was $654 million (figure 5). By use, 46% was for 
construction and 28% was for monuments. Roofing, 
flagging, flooring, furnishings, and other minor uses like 
blackboards and billiard table tops comprised the 
remaining 26%. By type, 40% of consumption was granite, 
43% was marble and travertine, 7% was limestone, 4% was 
slate, and 2% was sandstone. However, it is important to 
remember that the unit values of limestone, sandstone, and 
slate are relatively low and that they represent a 
considerably greater volumes of material than these 
figures suggest. They are typically used in building 
blocks and roofing, which require little detailed 
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Figure 5. U.S. consumption of Dimension Stone 
(in million dollars)
source: U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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miles of the quarry.
On a nominal basis, U.S. consumption of dimension 
stone has increased threefold in the last decade, from 
$187 million in 1979 to $654 million in 1989 (figure 5). 
Much of this increase can be attributed to the advent of 
curtain wall construction techniques. However, stable 
dimension stone prices and the availability, for the first 
time, of thin granite panels (3/4” - 1 1/4”) suitable for 
large scale building cladding projects were also important 
(Allison, 1984). The advent of better fastening systems 
that reduced installation and maintenance costs also 
served to make fabricated stone products more attractive 
to architects and engineers. These include stainless 
steel bracket-and-anchor systems as well as complete pre­
assembled trusses, as large as 10'x30', and typically 
composed of stone facing, adhesive, vapor barrier, and 
insulation.
Since 1975 the use of domestically produced dimension 
stone in construction has increased by an average nominal 
rate of 5% per year (figure 6). Growth in the monumental 
sector has been somewhat slower, but it is important to 
realize that including import data in figure 6 would 
change the curves considerably. Because of its higher 
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much larger quantities than monumental block, and the 
total construction growth rate is probably closer to 10% 
per year. Unfortunately, imports are not reported by use, 
and this type of detailed data is limited to domestic 
production.
The U.S. consumption of granite has increased almost 
fourfold over the last decade to approximately $240 
million in 1988, and it appears that granite will continue 
to dominate the exterior construction demand picture in 
the near future (figure 7). This is because of its 
strength and durability, lower prices, and widespread 
availability in the quantities necessary for large 
projects. In 1980, the U.S. consumption of dimension 
granite began to rise steeply, but production has remained 
quite flat. This growth can be attributed to renewed 
interest in natural stone exterior building cladding, and 
particularly to the introduction of thin panel granites to 
the U.S. construction industry.
While the construction sector is by far the most 
lucrative granite market, the U.S. produces more granite 
monuments than building cladding. This is probably due to 
the greater weight and lower unit value of monuments, 
which provides a transportation cost advantage to domestic 












Figure 7. Domestic Dimension Granite: Production and
consumption (in million dollars)
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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produce less than $40 million in granite construction 
materials emphasizes their loss of competitiveness in the 
most profitable and rapidly growing demand sectors.
Marble is increasingly being reserved for interiors, 
and although the quantities employed may be small compared 
to the use of granite, unit values are much higher.
Figure 8 highlights the dramatic difference between U.S. 
marble consumption and production. While the import curve 
is aggregated over marble, travertine, and onyx products 
and therefore includes significant quantities of material 
not available in the United States, the marked disparity 
between marble consumption and production points to 
significant opportunites for domestic producers.
Marble production has declined on a real-dollar 
basis, and there are only seven domestic firms in 
operation. The two largest of these are not currently 
moving to expand. The Georgia Marble Company has been the 
target of several recent buyout attempts, and the Vermont 
Marble Company is owned by Pluess-Staufer Industries of 
Switzerland, which is more interested in finely-ground 
calcium carbonate fillers than dimension marble. As in 
the case of granite, the U.S. produces more marble 
monuments than it does construction materials. Domestic 









Figure 8. Domestic Dimension Marble: Production and
Construction (in million dollars)
Source: U.S. Bureau o£ Mines.
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transportation cost advantage, and are not penetrating the 
far larger and more lucrative construction sector. With 
marble imports running so far above production, there are 
considerable opportunities for startup operations in the 
U.S., provided that top quality deposits are coupled with 
finishing technology capable of matching Italian product 
lines.
From this examination of production, trade, and 
consumption patterns it is clear that U.S. dimension stone 
producers have lost much of their competitiveness in the 
marble and granite construction sectors of the market.
This loss was particularly serious because it coincided 
with the beginning of a pronounced upturn in the use of 
natural stone in architecture in the U.S. The demand for 
thin-panel granite and custom marble fixtures grew 
rapidly, and lower cost Italian producers were able to 
move in quickly. As a result, domestic producers are 
mostly limited to heavy, low unit-value items such as 
rough blocks, slabs, monuments, curbing, and roofing where 
they enjoy a significant transportation cost advantage 
over foreign firms. The next chapter will focus on the 
construction sector and attempt to explain why U.S. firms 




The dimension stone industry has undergone pervasive 
change in the last ten years. Production methods have 
been refined, and international economic influences have 
become pronounced. This chapter will explore the reasons 
behind U.S. producers' declining competitiveness in the 
marble and granite construction sectors of the market. 
Technology, production costs, exchange rates and other 
market factors will be discussed.
Technology
It is important to understand how technological 
advance has changed production methods before attempting 
to interpret the cost structure of competitiveness. In 
the last ten years technical innovation has revolutionized 
almost all the stages of dimension stone production, and 
this is largely responsible for the competitive gains of 
Italian firms. The efficiency, consistency, and speed of 
new processing equipment has allowed Italian producers to 
both underbid U.S. firms and to develop new stone products 
and applications. This technology is only beginning to 
make its way into the U.S. industry.
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The three fundamental stages of dimension stone 
production are quarrying, cutting, and finishing. Most 
quarries are open pit, although underground operations 
exist, and involve removing the stone in standard size 
blocks of 6'x4'x4' that weigh between 10 and 11 tons 
depending on the material. At the finishing shop, 
dimension stone blocks are cut into slabs, generally about 
2M thick, with large circular saws of 10' or more in 
diameter or reciprocating diamond-bladed gang saws for 
multiple cuts. The slabs are then sized and finished to 
the architect's specifications, with final decoration 
often done by hand with a variety of pneumatic cutting 
tools and special sandblasting techniques.
In the past, blocks were line drilled on five sides 
before being split out with hand-driven wedges or 
partially stemmed explosives. Blocks were then hauled by 
derrick to the top of the quarry for transport to the 
finishing shop. Quarrying with these techniques was 
arduous, dangerous, and labor intensive.
New quarrying equipment, primarily of Italian design, 
has permanently changed production methods. Currently, 
low-cost quarry operators are using a combination of 
track-mounted diamond chain saws, diamond wire saws, and 
mobile equipment to improve labor productivity and
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"block-to-box" finished recovery rates. Once the operator 
has exposed the economic quarry layers, the chainsaw is 
mounted on its track and used to cut a grid pattern to a 
depth of about five feet. From the face of the quarry 
lift, a length of diamond wire is looped behind the sawed 
stone, affixed to a driving wheel, and used to cut out the 
foot of the blocks. Although the setup/teardown times for 
this type of equipment can amount to several hours even 
during full operation, it allows blocks to be quarried 
quickly and improves recovery at the finishing shop by 
leaving sawn rather than drilled surfaces. This 
eliminates the need to trim the block before sawing, and 
can result in 20% gains in recovery.
Advances in the finishing shop have been even more 
important. Where the traditional shop employed up to a 
hundred skilled workers involved in all aspects of shaping 
and finishing, much of it done by hand, the modern state- 
of-the-art facility is largely automated. Slabs pass 
through cutting stations, edging wheels, and polishing 
circuits with minimal handling. Continuous cycle 
automatic grinding and polishing machinery for large 
slabs, programmable lathes for custom fixtures, and the 
widespread introduciton of diamond abrasives and specialty 
tools has revolutionized stone finishing. This level of
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sophistication, when used in conjunction with computer 
aided architectural design and statistical process 
controls, can produce precision dimension stone items with 
speed and efficiency unheard of only a few years ago.
Until recently, however, these advances were unknown 
to the U.S. industry. Italian producers, on the other 
hand, were quick to recognize the potential of diamond 
wire and thin-panel technology. Italian firms continue to 
be involved with specialized machine tool manufacturers 
that are constantly refining stone processing equipment, 
and as a result they maintain a technological lead at both 
the quarrying and finishing stages of production.
Costs of Production
Production costs are those fixed and variable costs 
which are incurred in the quarrying, finishing, and 
marketing of dimension stone materials. Total costs cover 
labor, energy, capital, transportation, and environmental 
protection. Quarrying costs are recognized to be only a 
small part, usually about 30%, of total production costs 
for architecturally suitable dimension stone. Dimension 
stone has always been a labor-intensive product, and even 
with the technical advances discussed above, labor 
generally constitutes 60% of total costs for the
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integrated firm (Don Isted, interview, 27 December 1989). 
Labor costs are determined by wage rates and productivity, 
which in turn depends greatly on technology.
Prices for large architectural contracts are usually 
negotiated, and competition between firms is intense. 
Because most producers set prices on a cost basis, 
proprietary operating information is closely held.
However, using current prices as a proxy for production 
costs plus a marginal return, total costs to the 
integrated U.S. producer are about $4/sq.ft. for standard 
tile and $14-18/sq.ft for custom building cladding (Don 
Isted, interview, 27 December 1989). There are two 
reasons for this cost disparity. First, standard tiles 
require little or no handling in the finishing process. 
Second, building cladding panels are larger, thicker, and 
command considerably higher standards of quality and 
uniformity.
Labor costs and labor productivity are closely tied 
to the competitive advantage enjoyed by Italian firms.
The average difference in hourly compensation costs 
between Italy and the United States (in U.S. dollars) has 
narrowed from $4.37 in 1982 to $1.03 in 1988 (Handbook of 
Labor Statistics, 1989). However, persistent regional 
disparities exist in Italy, with northern Italian wage
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rates running significantly above those in other parts of 
the country (Foreign Economic Trends, 1989). Because much 
of the dimension stone industry is concentrated in this 
area, it is likely that relevant Italian wage rates are
even closer to those in the United States than these
figures suggest. Although wages have been somewhat higher 
in the U.S. between 1979 and 1989, the rate of increase 
has been more rapid in Italy. While detailed information 
on the dimension stone industry is not available, the 
narrowing of the wage differential between the United 
States and Italy indicates that wage rates themselves are 
probably not a major source of competitive disadvantage 
for U.S. producers.
However, superior technology and economies of scale 
have dramatically boosted Italian labor productivity, 
particularly in the finishing shop. In the United States, 
labor costs are generally 60% of total costs, and are
split 70/30 between the shop and quarry. Labor costs run
from $3/sq.ft. for standard 1/4" tile to $8/sq.ft. for 
custom building cladding (Don Isted, telephone interview, 
15 February 1990). Specialty products such as columns, 
balusters, furnishings, and monuments require detailed 
finishing, some of it by hand, and labor costs are 
accordingly much higher.
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In the quarry, the use of mobile equipment like 
tractors and front-end loaders has increased labor 
productivity up to 50% over the last 10 years (Meade,
1988). Granite quarrying productivity ranges from 5 
cu.ft./man hour to 18 cu.ft./man hour in a thinly sheeted, 
easily cut deposit. Marble quarrying is generally more 
labor intensive and productivity ranges from 4 cu.ft./man 
hour up to 14 cu.ft./man hour in a soft stone deposit 
accessible to diamond wire saws.
Productivity gains in the finishing shop have been 
even greater. It is difficult to generalize because of 
the diversity of finished stone products, but it is clear 
that automated cutting and polishing equipment and the use 
of diamond tools has increased labor productivity 
tremendouisly in almost all industry sectors. In general, 
then, Italy's labor cost advantage is the result of 
investment in productivity-enhancing technology. U.S. 
producers are only beginning to experience these gains.
Dimension stone is not energy intensive compared to 
other construction materials (Taylor, 1985), and 
international differences in fuel or electricity prices 
are probably not a source of competitive advantage for any 
country. Most quarrying equipment is fuel-powered, and 
finishing machinery is usually electric. Energy is
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estimated to be only 5% of total costs, and some producers 
maintain that higher energy prices may actually boost 
sales due to the relatively higher impact on the prices of 
substitute materials like concrete, glass, and aluminum.
The capital costs of commissioning a new quarry and 
mill, which has not been done in the United States in some 
time, are about $5 million. This includes land, buildings 
and equipment, permitting, and working capital. State-of- 
the-art quarrying equipment includes chain saws and wire 
saws for cutting blocks, chamber saws for removing waste 
material, rock drills, loaders, forklifts, and bulldozers, 
and can be purchased for about $1.5 million. An automated 
finishing shop capable of matching Italian product lines 
contains large gang saws for cutting blocks into slabs, 
smaller cutting and sizing saws, various types of 
polishers and specialized tools, as well as overhead 
lifts/ forklifts, and other mobile equipment. These are 
collectively valued at $2 million.
Although there may be some added capital and startup 
costs to the U.S. producer in the form of importing 
equipment, assembling technical expertise, and meeting 
permit obligations, real interest rates are comparable in 
the U.S. and in Italy. The United States arguably has the 
most advanced and flexible capital markets in the world,
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and as such it does not appear that capital costs are 
disproportionately high in the United States, or that any 
such differences confer substantive competitive advantage 
upon Italian producers.
Most domestic dimension stone products are sold 
F.O.B., and transportation costs to the construction site 
or retailer are assumed by the buyer. Because of its 
weight and the careful handling it often requires, 
dimension stone transportation costs are somewhat higher 
than for other bulk materials. A single panel broken in 
transit not only wastes many employee hours, but can 
result in even more costly construction delays. Twenty 
ton truckloads are routinely shipped cross-country for 
$2500 ($125/T) and across the Atlantic for $3500 ($175/T) 
(Don Isted, telephone interview, 15 February 1990).
In the case of building cladding transportation adds 
about 8% to the cost of domestic stone, and 11% to 
imports. U.S. producers clearly enjoy a transportation 
cost advantage over their foreign counterparts, but in 
most cases the greater transportation costs to the buyer 
of imported stone is more than offset by the price savings 
over domestic material. Consistent with trade theory, the 
mix of imports tends towards refined, high unit value 
products where transportation costs represent a relatively
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small percentage of total costs.
There is no doubt that U.S. producers face higher 
government-mandated costs, in the form of environmental 
and worker-safety requirements, than most foreign 
companies. Although dimension stone producers are not 
subjected to the level of scrutiny and regulation of some 
other domestic mineral industries, prior to the 
commencement of any mining, proposed activities must be 
approved and permitted to the standards of all appropriate 
governmental agencies. This requires reserve estimation, 
quarry and reclamation plans, and occasionally groundwater 
studies, traffic surveys, and other detailed environmental 
impact statements.
While quarrying and milling byproducts are non-toxic, 
the generation of large volumes of waste rock is 
unavoidable. Some producers are making efforts to recycle 
waste material, but little progress has been made in this 
area. Quarry cuttings can silt streams, and prolonged 
exposure to rock dust, if silica-rich, can cause 
silicosis. These effects can be minimized by standard 
sprayers on cutting equipment and the proper use of 
settling ponds to capture quarry runoff.
Another topic of concern to domestic dimension stone 
producers is pending product liability litigation.
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Several cases involving faulty or deteriorating 
architectural stonework have reached the appeals courts, 
and the outcomes may have far-reaching implications for 
the professional relations of architects, stone 
fabricators, and construction engineers. For example, the 
Standard Oil building in Chicago is presently the object 
of an $80 million retrofit and restoration because of the 
poor condition of its exterior stone cladding. In such a 
case, it is difficult to establish whether the original 
stone material is to blame, or whether improper finishing 
and handling, defective design specifications, errors in 
construction, or insufficient maintenance are responsible. 
Admittedly, the Standard Oil building is quite old and 
represents early efforts of architects to apply thin stone 
cladding to tall buildings, but the possibility of large 
stone panels falling onto city streets from great heights 
constitutes a significant liability exposure to any 
property owner (Lunch, 1988).
An examination of industry production costs reveals 
that domestic dimension stone producers are not 
competitive with the world industry. Using current prices 
as a proxy, it appears that domestic production costs are 
at least 30% above those of industry-leading Italian 
firms. Most of this difference stems from finishing shop
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labor productivity. While Italian wage rates are high, 
automated equipment and economies of scale allow Italian 
firms to easily underbid their U.S. counterparts on almost 
any contract. Neither capital, energy, nor transportation 
costs appear to be a source of competitive disadvantage 
for U.S. firms. However, product liability concerns and 
government-mandated costs, in the form of worker safety 
and environmental protection requirements, do work 
disproportionately against U.S. producers.
Exchange Rates 
It is clear that exchange rates have been a pivotal 
feature in the recent history of the dimension stone 
industry, and have strongly affected the competitiveness 
of U.S. producers. Many explanations have been introduced 
in the literature of international trade to explain the 
rising dollar of the early 1980s. Some economists point 
to money supplies and income, maintaining that the sudden 
rise in the dollar was a reversible oscillation around a 
long run trend of consistent 1% to 2% annual growth from 
1973 to 1983. Capital flight in the late 1970s, followed 
by movement back into the dollar in the early 1980s, may 
also have been important. Other researchers point to the 
record federal budget deficits of the early 1980s, which
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forced the government to borrow heavily at rising interest 
rates, as having attracted enough foreign capital to 
account for much of the strength of the dollar. An 
independent real investment boom in 1983-1984 may also 
have contributed to the rise of interest rates by 
attracting foreign funds into the dollar.
Whatever the reason for the strong dollar, from 1980 
to 1985 the dollar rose 80% against the Italian lira, and 
the timing of this increase coincided with a decided 
upswing in U.S. dimension stone consumption (figure 9). 
After many years of fixed rates followed by gradual 
decontrol in the mid-1970s, the Italian exchange rate rose 
from 831 lira/$ in 1979 to a high of 1908 lira/$ in 1985 
before dropping to 1217 lira/$ in 1987 (Economic Report of 
the President, 1989). The rate presently stands at 1372 
lira/$.
Predictably, from 1980 to 1982 the percentage of 
imports increased steeply (figure 1) as exchange rates 
made some of the world's most sought-after dimension 
stones suddenly more affordable. Domestic producers, 
already pressed by the technical superiority of the 
Italian industry, found themselves unable to compete with 
drastically lower prices and rapidly began to lose market 
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Figure 9. Italian Exchange Rate: Lira/Dollar
Source: Source: Economic Report of the President, 1989.
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of other U.S. industries competing with European imports 
during this period (Foreign Economic Trends, 1989).
Trade theory indicates that in the price range where 
domestic import-competing production exists, the demand 
for imports is more elastic than the overall demand 
(Sodersten, 1980). However, when the dollar began to drop 
against the lira, in February, 1985 this was not the case. 
The imported share of U.S. dimension stone consumption 
continued to rise, and has gained every year since 1979 to 
a current level of 80%. Thus it appears that so far 
Italian producers have been willing to absorb lower prices 
resulting from the weakening dollar of 1985 to 1987 rather 
than forfeit market share in the United States.
Market Factors
There are a number of other market factors besides 
technology, production costs, and exchange rates that have 
contributed to the declining competitiveness of domestic 
dimension stone producers. First of all, not only is the 
U.S. the world's largest dimension stone consumer, but in 
terms of transportation infrastructure it is probably the 
most accessible market as well. Tariffs are low (free to 
7.5% ad valorem), imports can easily be shipped anywhere 
in the country, and building codes are relatively uniform.
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Although these should generally help U.S. firms as much as 
foreign producers, the effect has been to attract a number 
of aggressive competitors. There are a number of 
operations coming on line in fringe producing countries 
around the world that are using state-of-the art Italian 
technology and are specifically targeting the U.S. 
construction market.
Conversely, U.S. producers often face a variety of 
tarriff and non-tarriff barriers to foreign market access. 
The relatively small size of foreign markets, the varying 
requirements of building codes and standards, and the 
foreign exchange restrictions of many smaller countries 
all serve to diminish the export competitiveness of U.S. 
producers.
Furthermore, because of the geographic concentration 
and competitiveness of the Italian industry, Italian 
producers are able to achieve recovery rates significantly 
higher than those of their U.S. counterparts. Where a 
U.S. firm may only be able to economically quarry the 
highest quality stone in a given deposit, Italian 
operators customarily make greater use of low-grade 
material (Meade, interview, 27 December 1989). Discolored 
layers on the margin of a marble deposit, for example, can 
be sold to a producer of squared building stone, while
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fractured or irregular material can be sold to 
manufacturers of lamps, ashtrays, or other small household 
furnishings. These opportunities are seldom available to 
the domestic producer, primarily because the U.S. industry 
is spread over much larger geographic areas and has not 
developed the number of small specialty finishing shops 
seen in Italy.
Italian dimension stone producers also have a number 
of marketing and trade associations that are very active 
on an international level. Some are sponsored by 
manufacturers of similar products, while others are 
organized by regional government development offices. The 
Italian industry thus has a comprehensive international 
marketing strategy that effectively keeps them abreast of 
all pending opportunities and contracts, and ensures that 
their products receive first consideration in the bidding 
process (Facchini, 1988). The Marble Institute of America 
is a good example of efforts by U.S. firms to meet this 
challenge, and hopefully they will use this type of forum 
to promote both the quality of domestic dimension stone 
deposits as well as the convenience of cooperating with 
U.S. producers.
Finally, the competitiveness of U.S. producers in the 
domestic market is to some extent affected by European
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construction trends. While U.S. construction activity 
appears to have reached a cyclical peak in 1987, the 
materials-intensive single family residential and 
renovations sectors have kept the construction industry 
relatively strong. In Europe, however, the downward trend 
in construction activity has been more pronounced. This 
serves to cut into the demand for U.S. dimension stone 
products, and at the same time encourages foreign firms to 
focus their efforts on the relatively stronger U.S. 
market. This may explain, in part, why the prices of 
imported materials remained low even when the dollar began 




The declining market share of U.S. dimension stone 
producers can be largely attributed to their loss of cost 
competitiveness in the marble and granite construction 
sectors. When the use of dimension stone began to 
rebound, in 1979, domestic producers found themselves 
faced with a new world industry structure and competition 
from a mix of products that they could not match. The 
large U.S. firms had reduced operations and lost much of 
their skilled labor force. They were slow to employ new 
technologies that allowed for the precise sawing and 
finishing of the thin stone veneers that architects were 
seeking for building cladding and interior design 
projects. They were undercapitalized, had excess capacity 
in heavy, blocky products that were in declining demand, 
and rapidly began to lose ground against offshore 
specialty finishing shops and integrated Italian firms.
By adopting new quarrying and finishing techniques 
developed in the Italian marble industry and buoyed by 
surging exchange rates in the early 1980s, foreign 
producers essentially opened up a new architectural demand 
sector in which U.S. producers were not equipped to
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participate. Industry-leading Italian firms had improved 
labor productivity and achieved economies of scale that 
allowed them to underbid U.S. firms on almost any major 
contract.
Analysis of the patterns and determinants of 
competitiveness suggests that the more contemporary 
international trade theories emphasizing technology are 
more useful in explaining the shifting fortunes of U.S. 
dimension stone producers than the factor endowment 
theory. The United States is well endowed with high- 
quality granite, marble, and other dimension stone 
deposits suitable for architectural applications, and 
declining domestic competitiveness is more closely tied to 
technological advance, product innovation, and exchange 
rates than to any form of resource exhaustion.
If, as stated by Lindert (1986 p.40), the "qualities 
of entrepreneurship, technology, and knowledge themselves 
can be viewed as factors of production owned by somebody", 
then the factor endowment theory becomes more relevant.
It would be easy to point to the long history and greater 
size of the Italian dimension stone industry, which has 
traditionally accounted for better than half of annual 
world production, as a source of its ability to underbid 
U.S. prices, but this fails to explain the observed shifts
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in U.S. import patterns over the last ten years.
Probably more important is the concentration of 
Italian producers, the talent of their labor force, and 
the extremely competitive markets they face. In the 
Tuscany and Lomabardy regions there are several times the 
number of U.S. producers, many specializing in a single 
product or aspect of fabrication (Robbins, 1986). There 
are surprisingly few integrated firms, and it is common 
for three or four companies to carry out the different 
stages of production involved in a large custom 
architectural project.
In response to intense competition, manufacturers 
like Terzago SpA. and Pellegrini SpA. have developed 
precision automated cutting and finishing equipment that 
is versatile, efficient, and greatly reduces per-unit 
operating costs. Italian producers were directly involved 
in the development of this new technology, and were 
further stimulated to invest in capital equipment by high 
prevailing wage rates and the enactment of rigid job 
security requirements in the early 1980s. The U.S., then, 
is in the unusual position of looking abroad for 
technological innovation, and largely because U.S. 
producers were slow to acquire new technology they were 
overtaken in their home market between 1979 and 1989.
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Ultimately, a cloudy picture of the the future for 
U.S. dimension stone industry emerges. Although the 
principles of factor endowment apply in the case of scarce 
or unique stones, in general it does not appear that 
resource endowment can explain the change in competitive 
position of U.S. producers since 1979. Incorporating more 
detailed elements of the cost structure of comparative 
advantage into the analysis reveals that this is a natural 
resource product where the more modern trade theories 
based on technology discrepancies are most relevant.
The future of U.S. dimension stone producers depends 
on whether they can close the technology gap with Italy 
and bring costs and prices in line with the world 
industry. There are no insurmountable barriers to 
attaining competitiveness, as would be the case if the 
decline of the U.S. industry had been the result of a 
deteriorating resource base. There are good opportunities 
for startup operations, particularly in marble, provided 
that top quality deposits are coupled with efficient 
finishing capacity. Many small family-owned firms will 
have a difficult time raising the capital neccessary to 
upgrade their operations in the 1990s, and they will 
propably continue to occupy the low end of the market, 
concentrating in products like flagging, roofing, curbing,
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and monuments.
The uncertainties facing U.S. producers are many. 
Natural stone consumption has been growing steadily, but a 
downturn in the business cycle could easily reverse this 
trend. There is lingering uneasiness about the U.S. 
economy and a construction boom is unlikely in the near 
future. However, significant efforts have been made in 
the U.S. to reduce costs, raise productivity, and fill in 
product lines, and with the dollar falling against the 
lira, U.S. producers may make new inroads into the 
domestic marble and granite construction markets.
Surviving firms like the Vermont Marble Company and the 
Rock of Ages (granite) Corp., which have invested heavily 
in automated production facilities as well as the 
properties of their defunct domestic competitors, may now 
be well-positioned to supply America's appetite for 
durable, classical, high-quality dimension stone.
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LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTIONS OF 
COMMON DIMENSION STONE 
TYPES
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Lithological Descriptions of Common 
Dimension Stone Types
Desired characteristics for a high-quality dimension 
stone suitable for architectural applications are 
hardness, strength, weather resistance, homogeneity, and 
the ability to take a polish. These properties are 
closely linked to the stone's grain size, texture, 
mineralogical composition, as well as the geologic 
structure of the host deposit. For example, because of 
the metamorphic origin of marble deposits, many are 
located in highly deformed geological terranes. Imposed 
fabric, foliation, or jointing may cause the marble to 
fail easily along planes of weakness during quarrying and 
finishing. Worse, related microfractures may cause 
chipping, cracking, and weatherstaining years after the 
stone has been installed.
In the context of this study,"granite" refers to any 
feldspar-containing igneous rock with phaneritic granular 
texture, and actually includes diorites, syenites, 
monzonites, gabbros, and gneisses. Colors, which may be 
white, grey, black, pink, or red, vary with the relative 
proportions of quartz, feldspars, and accessory minerals 
such as apatite, biotite, and hornblende. Granite is
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valued in construction and monumental applications for its 
durability, strength, and weather resistance.
"Limestone” refers to a broad class of sedimentary 
carbonate rocks that may be either calcitic or dolomitic. 
It is most commonly grey, but can be blue, buff, or black. 
Because it splits readily and is locally available in much 
of the United States, limestone is used for rough and 
squared building block in large quantities.
Commercially, "marble" refers to any crystalline 
calcareous rock that can take a good polish, and includes 
travertine, onyx, alabaster, and serpentine. Marble is 
usually white or grey, but may take on almost any color or 
texture. Red, yellow, green, and black marbles can be 
found, and rock texture may be homogeneous, banded, highly 
deformed, or broken and brecciated.
"Sandstone" refers to many varieties of quartz and 
feldspar-containing clastic sedimentary rocks. They are 
usually red to brown, cemented by silica, calcite, or iron 
oxide, and can be fine grained, granular, or conglomerate 
in texture. Commercial types of sandstone include 
bluestone, brownstone, freestone, and flagstone.
Slate is a fine grained metamorphic form of shale or 
siltstone that shows well-developed cleavage independent 
orf its original bedding. Because it can be easily split,
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slate is used for roofing, flagging, and flooring. It is 
usually black, but can be green, red, or purple. Other 
types of common dimension stone include quartzite, a 
recrystallized sandstone, traprock, which includes all 
dark igneous rocks too finely grained to be called 




RELEVANT DIMENSION STONE 
DATA
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Tear U.S. Dinension U.S. Dinension U.S. Dinension U.S. Dinension 
Stone Comuiption Stone Production Stone Production Stone Ixports 
Thousand Dollars Thousand Tons Thousand Dollars Thousand Dollars
1960 91187 2257 86009 6166
1961 93713 2315 88093 6648
1962 101882 2729 90687 6009
1963 109194 2616 96318 6102
1964 113927 2545 96970 6796
1965 105090 2403 92235 7559
1966 101111 2327 89814 9442
1967 10589S 2011 95472 9400
1968 113101 2060 98441 9969
1969 118872 1867 98547 10223
1970 120435 1565 95157 10396
1971 115286 1626 93132 11489
1972 123097 1490 90768 11107
1973 121614 1582 85999 13063
1974 133798 1915 100318 18159
1975 122598 1403 98586 22125
1976 126646 1400 104409 23965
1977 129880 1416 103920 22620
1978 140964 1394 113100 23853
1979 187400 1350 138999 17300
1980 212637 1315 138907 15170
1981 257319 1331 145113 20698
1982 288867 1089 137671 18678
1983 320579 1098 147843 19126
1984 361501 1141 161912 23007
1985 449846 1104 172435 13835
1986 532101 1160 167000 14623
1987 608961 1177 190153 20470
1988 682089 1189 196000 32000
1989 654008 1251 169900 35000
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines
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Tear U.S. Diiension Production Ratio Doiestic Diiension Doiestic Dinension 
Stone Iiports Prod/Consuip Stone Used in Stone Used in 
Thousand Dollars Construction Konuients
Thousand Dollars Thousand Dollars
1960 11344 0.943 61083 19254
1961 12268 0.94 65464 18770
1962 17204 0.89 67205 19246
1963 18978 0.882 68193 24099
1964 23753 0.851 71826 20464
1965 20414 0.878 66625 20902
1966 20739 0.888 63029 22096
1967 19823 0.902 67100 23416
I960 24629 0.87 69715 24755
1969 30548 0.829 67115 25691
1970 35674 0.79 62860 26475
1971 33643 0.808 62343 24798
1972 43436 0.737 53780 30784
1973 48678 0.707 51804 26423
1974 51631 0.75 60617 31814
1975 46137 0.804 51297 30583
1976 46211 0.824 57955 37254
1977 48580 0.8 56396 38191
197S 51717 0.802 60825 42544
1979 65800 0.741 70593 42799
1980 88900 0.653 75757 50029
1981 132904 0.564 85170 50415
1982 169874 0.476 87000 47000
1983 191862 0.461 91360 45844
1984 222596 0.448 97860 48648
1985 291246 0.383 105966 48729
1986 379724 0.322 95606 47264
1987 439278 0.312 108907 53351
1988 518000 0.25
1989 520000
Source: U.S. Bureau of Ninei
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Tear U.S. Diiension U.S. Diiension U.S. Diiension U.S. Diiension 
Granite Production Granite Iiports Granite Consuip. Granite Exports
















1975 54042 8845 618S7
1976 55924 7097 62011
1977 54650 6895 59545
1978 60331 8443 65774
1979 69426 12825 78251
1980 79930 22768 96770
1981 82870 40122 115112
1982 78500 75889 145653
1983 88907 84951 164322
1984 92107 78465 153799
1985 94365 109777 196926
1986 104000 157534 241316
1987 107056 144313 240961 10408
1988 105655 173315 260266 18694
1989
Source: U.S. Bureau of Ninei
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Year Donstic Diieoilon Doiestic Diiension Doiestic Diiension U.S. Diiensioi
Granite Used in Granite Used in Marble Production Marble Exports
Construction Monuents Thousand Dollars Thousand Dollars
Thousand Dollars Thousaid Dollars
I960 8346 16409 17743
1961 10670 15912 18566
1962 14277 15962 18739
1963 11351 16729 21002
1964 12181 16629 10245
1965 11340 16885 17277
1966 15586 18261 14419
1967 1958S 19415 16086
1968 15503 22502 14166
1969 15630 23762 12789
1976 15278 24477 13053
1971 13476 19483 17604
1972 20623 21391 16541
1173 16487 21785 10137
1974 15643 27298 11733
1975 16157 29633 9526
1976 14661 33068 10318
1977 14064 32902 12148
1979 16065 36336 13718
1979 20061 41375 14135
1980 22952 44471 14184 3038
1981 24393 44003 13804 2673
1982 39131 31357 17849 2678
1983 37733 40986 18602 3964
1984 34734 41850 19949 1337
1985 33178 42500 21520 1520




37632 46314 20413 3208
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines
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Year U.S. Diiension U.S. Diiension Doiestic Diiension Doiestic Diiension 
Marble Iiports Marble Consuip. Marble Used in Marble Used in 
Thousand Dollars Thousand Dollars Construction Monuients
Thousand Dollars Thousand Dollars
1960 7381 15052 2691
1961 8284 15838 2728
1962 11362 15599 3140
1963 11724 13708 7294
1964 14088 15410 3835
1965 13022 13260 4017
1966 12618 10584 3835
1967 10563 12086 4000
1968 12836 12048 2118
1969 14766 10188 2601
1970 16149 9653 3400
1971 15296 12504 5100
1972 19004 11834 4706
1973 21742 5504 4633
1976 22587 7276 5000
1975 18941 5526 4000
1976 19810 5972 4345
1977 22839 6694 5217
1978 26232 5217 6135
1979 31797 6500 5900
1980 53078 64224 8627 5557
1981 69743 80874 7392 6412
1982 74163 89334 11212 6636
1983 88813 103451 11692 6909
1984 118264 136876 6693 13265
1985 146754 166754 7595 13419
1986 186861 205844 6283 11040
1987 247267 264472 7230 11342
1988
soiree: D.s. Bureau of Mines
